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	Emerging Technologies of Augmented Reality: Interfaces and Design, 9781599040660 (1599040662), IGI Global, 2006

	Although the field of mixed reality has grown significantly over the last decade, there have been few published books about augmented reality, particularly the interface design aspects. Emerging Technologies of Augmented Reality: Interfaces and Design provides a foundation of the main concepts of augmented reality (AR), with a particular emphasis on user interfaces, design, and practical AR techniques, from tracking algorithms to design principles for AR interfaces. Emerging Technologies of Augmented Reality: Interfaces and Design contains comprehensive information focusing on the following topics: technologies that support AR, development environments, interface design and evaluation of applications, and case studies of AR applications.


	Augmented reality (AR) research aims to develop technologies that allow the real-time fusion of computer-generated digital content with the real world. Unlike virtual reality (VR) technology, which completely immerses users inside a synthetic environment, augmented reality allows the user to see three-dimensional virtual objects superimposed upon the real world. Both AR and VR are part of a broader reality–virtuality continuum termed “mixed reality” (MR) by Milgram and Kishino (1994) (see Figure 1). In their view, a mixed reality environment is “one in which real world and virtual world objects are presented together within a single display anywhere between the extrema of the virtuality continuum.”
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New World Witchery: A Trove of North American Folk MagicLlewellyn Publications, 2021

	
		Explore Nearly 500 Samples of Folk Magic, Stories, Artifacts, Rituals, and Beliefs

	
		One of the most comprehensive collections of witchcraft and folk magic ever written, New World Witchery shows you how to integrate folk traditions into your life and deepen your understanding of magic. Folklore...



		

iPhone Game Development: Developing 2D & 3D games in Objective-C (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
What do you need to know to create a game for the iPhone? Even if you've already built some iPhone applications, developing games using iPhone's gestural interface and limited screen layout requires new skills. With iPhone Game Development, you get everything from game development basics and iPhone programming fundamentals to...


		

Implementing SOA : Total Architecture in PracticeAddison Wesley, 2008
If you are an architect responsible for a service-oriented architecture (SOA) in an enterprise, you face many challenges. Whether intended or not, the architecture you create defines the structure of your enterprise at many different levels, from business processes down to data storage. It defines the boundaries between organizational units as well...




	

Fundamentals of Robotic Mechanical Systems: Theory, Methods, and Algorithms (Mechanical Engineering Series)Springer, 2006
In defining the scope of our subject, we have to establish the genealogy of robotic mechanical systems. These are, obviously, a subclass of the much broader class of mechanical systems. Mechanical systems, in turn, constitute a subset of the more general concept of dynamic systems. In the end, we must have an idea of what, in general, a system...

		

Visual and Spatial Analysis: Advances in Data Mining, Reasoning, and Problem SolvingSpringer, 2005

	Advanced visual analysis and problem solving has been conducted successfully for millennia. The Pythagorean Theorem was proven using visual means more than 2000 years ago. In the 19th century, John Snow stopped a cholera epidemic in London by proposing that a specific water pump be shut down. He discovered that pump by visually correlating...


		

Ext JS Data-driven Application Design (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to build a user-friendly database in Ext JS using data from an existing database with this step-by-step tutorial. Takes you from first principles right through to implementation.


	Overview

	
		Discover how to layout the application structure with MVC and Sencha Cmd
	
		Learn to use Ext...
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